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Coleman Edite 1950 Indes

Road In Tour of
Ohio, Kentucky

Frosh Produce Satiric
Fantasy April 22, 23

Four men and seventy-on- e
women will comprise the personnel of this year's annual
Spring Concert tour of the Girls'
Chorus. Under the direction and
supervision of Miss Eve Richmond, the women will present
at least six concerts and an indeterminate number of radio
broadcasts during their .spring
"holiday".

.

Expert Conducts
Fire Inspection
For prevention of a fire disaster
similar to Kenyon's recent catastrophe,
the College administration brought
one of America's top fire prevention
experts to campus last week. Mr. John
J. Ahem, head of the
school of the Illinois Institute of Technology, made a complete inspection of
campus buildings and grounds.
A report will be submitted by Mr.
Ahem of his findings and recommendations for fire prevention in the near
future. The committee on buildings
and grounds of the Board of Trustees
authorized the special inspection of
Wooster buildings.
fire-preventi-

on
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Chorus Goes On

Slated to leave tomorrow morning
"shortly after first hour, the chorus will
make its, first appearance tomorrow
night in the Taft Auditorium in Cincinnati. Their next concert will be
Sunday afternoon in the First Presbyterian Church of Middle town, Ohio.
Monday night at 8 p.m. the schedule
reads - Fourth Avenue J'resbyterian
Church in Louisville, Kentucky.
On Tuesday, March 29 the Second
Presbyterian Church of Portsmouth,
Ohio will be host and Wednesday,
March 30, finds the chorus in Piqua,
Ohio at the First Presbyterian Church.
The final concert of the trip will be
at 8 p.m. in the First Presbyterian
Church in VanWert, Ohio, Tuesday,
March 31.
Larry Weiss is the accompanist for
the organization and Dave Poling and
Mac Taylor are the student managers.
John Atkinson, VOICE photographer,
will make the trip at least as far as
Piqua.
A departure from the norm of established concert routine will vary the
Cincinnati performance for the choristers. The first half of the program
will be sacred songs which the girls
will sing in their regulation concert
jumpers. The second portion will be
secular songs and the singers will don
evening dresses during intermission.
Wilma Schwandt and Carol Musson
will sing solos in the Cincinnati, Portsmouth, and VanWert concerts and
Barbara Kinsey and Mary Ellen Fraz- ier will solo in Louisville, Kentucky
and Piqua, Ohio.

T. G. N. P. N. W.

Paul Bushnell as a vagrant philosopher will play the leading role in
the Freshman Apprentice play, The
World We Live In, to be produced in
Scott auditorium on Friday and Saturday, April 22 and 23. Marjorie Yaple
will direct the
cast for
her senior honors project.
Authored by Joseph and Earl Copck,
Czcchoslovakians, and in its original
form called The Life of the Insects,
the satiric fantasy draws a parallel
between insect and human life as
seen through the eyes of the Vagrant.
Oilier members of the cast as selected by Miss Yaple include Jim
Boeringcr, Elizabeth Roblee, Nancy
Drown, Bob Light, Dave Batcheller,
Ellis Allbee, LeVcrne Bible, Mona
Howe, Joan Waters, Ed Avison,
all-freshm-
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Already surrounded with stacks of proof and reams of copy, Editor-eleColeman will make his headquarters in the INDEX office next year.
ct

Verne Snyder's Clowning Highlights
College Production of 'High Tor'
Ingenious lighting effects, an inventive novelty of stage con
struction, and an imaginative performance given by Verne Snyder
marked last weekend's Little Theater production of High Tor as
a success.
Maxwell Anderson's poetic satire on

modern materialism presents a real
challenge to college theater groups:
the average audience ear is not attuned to spoken verse, and the average collegiate actor docs not know
how to control metrical lines. However, Anderson's verse is sufficiently
casual to enable mastery, and the cast
of the Wooster production presented
a noble answer to the challenge.
Imposible Set?
Set on a mountain top above the
Hudson River, High Tor at first
glance is an impossibility for the shallow and low Scott Auditorium stage.
A plucky crew, working under the expert technical direction of Winford
Logan, invented rocks and a steam
shovel which cleverly surmounted the
handicaps and appeared convincing
to an amazing degree.
Although the perspective of the set
was necessarily limited, the outward
view was imaginative enough to produce an effect very suitable for a play
which makes use of both abstract and
realistic moods.
Lights Effective
For their work on opening night at
least, the light crew also deserves a
round of applause. The result of their
efforts was a creative and artistic
blending of mechanical devices with
an atmospheric setting. Especially cf-- (
Continued on page 4)

Three Wooster Orators
Place In State Finals
Walt Grosjean, and
Harry Stults won two second places
and a third, respectively, at Kcnyon
last Friday upholding the Wooster tra
dition in the annual collegiate ora
torical contest of Ohio in which fourteen schools participated.
Don Shawver,

In the regular oratory division, Don
survived two elimination
rounds to come out second in the
finals, while Walt Grosjean followed
suit in the extemporaneous field.
Harry Stults received his award in the
Prince of Peace contest.
Shawver

All three had been selected as local
winners to represent Wooster. Shawver and Grosjean had placed second
and third respectively in last year's
contest.

J. G. Drushal, speech coach, judged
three rounds in the tourney. In the
three years Mr. Drushal has been at
Wooster, a total of nine students entering state competition have all
placed in the finals.

Business Mgr. Appointment Open;

Delivery On '49 Book Still Indefinite
Editor of the 1950 Index is Bill Coleman, announced Frances
Reed this week. His appointment has been confirmed by the Board
of Publications, which consists of three faculty members and the
officers of the present sophomore class.

an

Carolyn Micding, Dave Birkbeck, Walter Wills, Bill Garber, Charles Thome,
Mary Ferris, Martha" Massey, Jane
Malcom, Maxine Schnitzer,
Phyllis
Balls, John Lowrie, Walt Wolf, Bill
MacGraw, Dave Glade, Bill Arbus,
Susan Stafller, Peggy Harris, Jim Berg,
and Susie Weaver.

Jim Meincr has been named stage
manager, with Bob Clark in charge
of the light crews; JoAnn McCombs,
costumes; Bob Ferm, business; and
Nancy Forsberg, properties.

Trips
Supplant Tour
Week-en- d

Jones Brings Color Day

asked to contact Coleman as soon as
possible.
Forty-IIine- r
As experience for his new appoint- men, Bill presents his work as manBetsy Jones, this year's author-d- i
aging editor of the 1949 Index and
rector of the Color Day pageant, has membership on the staff of the 1948
released the title plot of her script. book. He also has had experience in
Under the banner The Lost Forty- - high school journalism. Last tall he
Niner, the tale concerns a venerable was chairman of Homecoming weekwho sets out with his end.
faithful mule, Jezebel, to seek the
Report on '49 Book
gold rumored to be found in the hills
Fran Reed, Editor-in-Chie- f
of the
of 'Californy". This year's celebration 1949 Index, reports that the pictures
will be May 14.
for the annual have all been taken,

'The Lost

New-England-

er

Unfortunately for the prospector, he
knows nothing of the terrain through
which he must pass or of the route to
the gold fields. With much zig zagging
across the plains and cities and with
much valuable help from varied characters of American fiction and folk
lore, he finally reaches his destination
exactly one hundred years too late. A
talk with Calamity Jane, however,
brings gold to the ancient Diogenes
and his companions, but of a far different variety than they had envisioned at the start of their
trek.
cross-countr-

of the Men's Glee Club
will take no spring tour this year
which means a greater number of
week-entrips are scheduled for them
after their return from spring vacation.
On April 10, Palm Sunday, the
Men's Glee Club will give a concert for
a
youth rally to be held in
Toledo, Ohio: The following week
end the men will travel to Cadiz,
Ohio, singing in the Presbyterian
Church there on Friday, April 22 and
in Wheeling, West Virginia, Saturday,
April 23. The club plans to give
concert in Akron early in May and will
complete the year with a concert in
Wooster during commencement week,
Under the direction of Mr. Modlish
the club has already given two con
certs in Cleveland and completed a
full schedule of concerts in Pittsburgh
and vicinity. Due to the arrangements
made by the Pittsburgh Alumni Club,
the members of the Men's Glee Club
consider the latter trip one of their
most gratifying in the past three years.
Last week the club presented their
annual college concert in Memorial
Chapel.
Members

d
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e
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With Dodie Weiss as her assistant
director, Betsy Jones has selected Dick
Wierick to construct the set, Carol
Musson to arrange and direct the
music, June Bertolomy to fashion the
costumes and M. A. Early to assemble
the properties. There are five dance,
sequences which are to be the project
of the modern dance group under Miss
Lightncr's supervision. Individual leaders and choreographers for the dances
will be announced later.
s
for speaking parts and pan
tomime roles will be held in Lower
Douglas on April 5 and 6 at 4:15 p.m.
Anyone interested in working on a
crew for the pageant should also re
port at these times. Conflicts should
be cleared through Betsy who will ar
range additional tryouts if so request
Try-out-
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The North Atlantic Pact will be
signed April 4 in Washington by the
representatives of the participating
governments. Italy, Portugal, Denmark, and Iceland have been invited
to join.
The Burmese Government offered to
grant the Karens, a highly organized
minority, a separate autonomous state
within the Union of Burma.
The Berlin controversy was no nearer a solution last week as a U. N. committee of nine "neutral" members
abandoned attempts at settlement The
central issue is still the currency question.
A Seventy-GrouAir Force was tentatively approved by the House. Truman and Forrestal had asked for only
t
groups.
The Senate Armed Service Commit
tee refused to- approve Mon C Wall-grc- n
as Chairman of the National Se
curity Resources Board.
CiVi Rights Legislation in this ses
sion of Congress was blocked by the
adoption of a new cloture rule. The
ability of a majority to break a filibuster by a minority was seriously
weakened by the new rule which makes
s
a vote of
of the full Senate
necessary to limit debate. Under the
old rule only a
vote of a
quorum was necessary.
Rent Control Bills, extending controls for only thirteen months and
modifying them considerably, passed
in both houses of Congress. The Administration had asked for a two yean
extension and stronger controls.
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Peyton Confers With

co-ordina-

Four Wooster debaters traveled to
Georgetown, Kentucky, last Friday and
Saturday for the Bluegrass debate
in which fourteen colleges
were represented.

World Ileus

scheduled to act as master of ceremonies when
the campus Red Cross unit travels to Crile General Hospital,
tonight. Though the Red Cross entertainment division has made
many trips, this is the largest troupe of the year.

non-academ-

Debate Federal Aid In
Georgetown Tourney

for Color Day.

is

Leading off on the bill will be
Bill Garber doing the monologue Mrs.
Murgatroyd's Anniversary which Billy
De Wolf introduced and popularized
in the recent movie Blue Skies. Betsy
Jones and Dee Charpie have worked
Dr. Myron A. Peyton, pioEessor of
out some new duets and Tom Taylor Spanish and advisor to foreign studwill do his hobo act with that strange ents, will
represent Wooster at the
Bruce
combination of a banjo-ukclclfirst annual meeting of the National
Strait has whipped up an Irish routine Association of Foreign Student Adand the First section quartet of John visers in Cleveland, March 28 to 30.
Comptqn, Dick Falls, John RichardAmouj the matters to be discussed
son and Bob Olson will render some
will be the immigration problems,
close barbershop harmony.
financial hardship, admissions
and
Mary Limbach's dancing chorus
evaluation of credits of foreign studfrom The Band Stayed On will do the
ents.
routines they learned from this year's
With a present membership of 100
Hop and Jim Hale's band has worked
out a program of numbers including colleges and universities, 150 indi
music. Bob viduals working with foreign students
some of the Shaffer-Bec- k
institutions, the
Davies and Gene Allbee will swing into and 30
Deserted, their routine from the sec- NAFSA has been in existence since last
May. It was organized to take con
ond act.
of the certed action on some of the problems
Jeanne Fagan,
with which foreign students are faced.
(Continued on Page 4)

and that copy will be at the printer's
by the end of this week.
During the busiest part of the work,
Fran had a broken foot, which made
her limp about on crutches, and which
slowed up the work of the staff considerably. "Although we are behind,"
she said, "we expect to have delivery
on the Index before school lets out
Much depends on the printer, though.
If he doesn't give us a break, we may
have to mail them out during the
summer..
"I guess most people are worried
about the financial status," she continued. "Well, I'm glad to say that we
have a substantial margin, and that
we're almost certain there will be no
deficit. Of course, the Index will be
smaller than last year's, but complete
except for some of the extra feature
articles. It will be a good book." She
also emphasized the fact that an entirely new style is being used.

Lorrin Kreider and Bill McKee, affirmatives, and Ed Towne and Paul
Howland, negatives, debated the quesed.
tion of federal aid to education, the
There is a special need for character former winning four rounds and losvoices and actors for this production. ing two. The negatives received only
It is urged that anyone with voice fa one favorable decision, losing five
cility or acting ability will try out so rounds.
that the directors will have some
choice and chance to fill the roles,
Mac Taylor is the over-al- l
chairman

Red Cross Variety Show Journeys
To Crile; Operation Amusement
Jim Bidle

The position of business manager is
still open. All those interested are
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Courtesy Wootter Daily Record

Comedians Gene Markley and Joe Bishop, center, find themselves surrounded by "translucent" sailors atop
High Tor, the mysterious mountain in last week's play. In the usual order are Loren Shearer, Jamea Bidle,
Verne Snyder, Richard Hoff, and Richard Cohoon.
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Uorth Atlantic Fact

Afier-The-U-

The texrbF"theN6rUTAtIantic pact,

Thursday, March 24, 1949

Scintillating Scientists Scan
Rocks Banana Flies, and Ions

ind

disclosed last "weelT has

.
by Jack Bobbin
been the occasion for much opinion-expressin- g
and controversy.
The Pact is condemned on the one hand as an inevitable step
"The question is," said Alicet "whether you can make words
toward war, while on the other it is hailed as a panacea, a cure-al- l, mean so many different things.
to the ills of the world. In reality, it is neither.
"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty, "which is to be
master
that s all:
The Marshall plan wasn't enough. Europe demands more
Lewis Carroll
....
than economic recovery she demands security, military and poOr take, for instance, slang.
litical. Before she can direct her energies toward rebuilding her
Even among us staid, old college folk, the need for the novej,
shattered industry she must be freed from the fear of foreign ag- the yen for the yocking yabble, occasionally manifests itself. For
gression and internal rebellion. ,
everyone enjoys the clever turn, the deft twist; and everyone, as
human nature would have it, wishes, when he latches on to a
Everyone recognizes this truth. But does the North Atlantic catchy caption, that he were the author.
Pact fill the need. Several things have to be taken into considerSo it goes, Not what you say. But how
ation before any judgment can be passed.
you say it . . .
Campuses are, of course, the ideal incu
The North Atlantic agreement as it was presented does not
for any and all semantic seedlings.
bators
affect colonial possessions outside the North Atlantic area.
Possibilities are infinite, what with various
Nor does it consider rebellion within a nation to be aggrestypes of characters running here and there.
sion unless it can be proved that it was inspired' arid fostered
And as soon as some joker pops up with a
parcel of lilting lingo, all the smoother cats
directly by outside action.
on to it.
callober
The Pact is tied up with the Rio agreement because the
Which brings us to mention an amusing
United States and Canada are parties to both agreements. Thus,
article in the magazine section ot bunday s
the area covered by both agreements is larger than the north New York Times. Called "It's Oogley, Also Bong."
Atlantic. All of South America is involved.
Personally, we are never hearing of this Oogley business
The United States, in both "agreements, is not committed to Much less, Bong! But such is, the author explains, slang of the
be seen that, as slang of the
the use of arms, nor are we compelled to go to war. In the later first water. And thus it may plainly
first water, it is not to be denied. ...
Pact each of the signatory powers agrees to take necessary steps
Still, as anyone in general (and even a few in particular) will
"to restore and maintain the security of the North Atlantic area." affirm, there are a number of expressions, slithering round and
No one can say at this point whether the Pact is an unmiti- about, over which many people go particularly apey.
Also not indigenous to this campus are:
gated good or evil. Final judgment must be made on the use to
"Turn blue!"
which the Pact is put.
"Easy, breezy, you'll slide a mile . . ." j
The dangers can be avoided. Too often in history, maintain"The new look on an old schnook?'
ing security has meant maintaining the status quo. If conservative
"I'm making out like ten men nine dead and one
dying."
and reactionary elements try to use the power of the Pact to prethen,
But
perhaps the usage depends on the part of the counvent adequate reform when it is needed, the Pact will have failed.
New York is, admittedly, a
Many of those who support the Pact believe that this is the try in which your brogans are planted.
few leagues from the Bible Belt.
only way that the United States can prove to the Western world
To be sure, Gee-Ey- e
jargon has influenced college slang.
that she will not resort to isolationism.
Modified, that is; although some of the expressions have been
No one in the world seriously wants war, nor are they out hotfooting it around for so long, now, that the original connotato provoke war at this time. If the Pact fulfills the hopes of those tions are lost somewhere in the boondocks.
Slang, though, is bound to ease itself after the clip at which
who sponsor it, it will eliminate much of the uncertainty which
going. But it's too bad to see the tarnish on the verbal
it's
been
plagues Europe.
dogtags.
Trygve Lie, U. N. Secretary General, says that regional agreeOogley
ments may help the U. N. when they are not regarded as substitutes for the U. N. This is the great test of the Pact.
Collective security means more than such regional agreements. Without the U. N., the North Atlantic Pact is little different from the complicated alliance systems, which have never
kept Europe or the world out of war.
At this point we might distinguish three areas in which the proposed
Amelia Leiss
system needs alterations:
,
.
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Senate Answers Queries On
Proposed Honor System

by Jean Snyder
Fast becoming a major phase of the academic life of the
college is the independent study plan initiated two years ago by
Dr. Howard Lowry. Although it often means much overtime
work for professors and additional headaches for students, both
groups plus administration and alumni are agreed that it is a
must for a progressive Wooster. In the field of science, particularly,
independent study serves a valuable purpose in furnishing an
opportunity to connect the practical with the theoretical-- to
apply the principles and knowledge of a specific field. Each department conducts the plan in a slightly different manner and
with different emphases.
(

juniors with Elaine
vanden Bosch the only woman are
working in geology independent study
under the supervision of Dr. Karl
Ver Steeg. This semester's group
project is a survey of the geology of
Holmes county with the work being
done entirely out in the field. Weekly
trips are made to various sections of
the county to study formations, glacial and economic geology, and
Maps are being made and
reports written on the subject.
Twenty-tw-

o

stati-graph-

and special problems dealing with
banana flies. Techniques of making
slides of parasites and tissues are
being studied by a few students.
Special Project Studied
projects include the study
of the giant chromosomes of the salivary glands of banana fly larvae by
Nancy Hockman; animal psychology,
specifically the behavior patterns of
spiders, by Harold Schultz; disease in
young chicks, Patsy Nigh; lake and
pond algae, Judy Tilford; invertebrates, Charles Louch; and the influence of excessive thyroid on the development and change in tadpoles, by
Thornton Vandersall.
Chem Emphasizes Theory
The chemistry department, headed
by Dr. Grady, places more emphasis
al
nthe-- understanding of broad
concepts during the junior
year, with a laboratory research project during the senior year.
Twenty-fivstudents meet weekly
in seminars and in individual conferences. The aim of the junior program is to obtain a method of attacking chemical problems, which will
later be investigated in the laboratory.
Typical projects include the developing of new procedures for synthesizing and identifying chemical
compounds and ions, the designing
and constructing of new apparatus
for determining various constants, and
the use of new colorimetric and electronic trie techniques.
Special

y.

Practical Seminars Held

In addition to field work, seminars
are held on the methods of drafting
and reporting and the use of geological instruments.
Other projects during the year have
included making a plane table topographic map, a cross section of rocks
vicinity-6- F

in'lhe

thco--retic-

ting
tie-wri-

WbosterT

of scientific papers and abstracts, and
y
a study of geologic and
and slides. In connection with
micro-photograph-

e

the latter a
darkroom
has been set up in Scovel Hall.
Biologist Work In Four Fields
Biologically
speaking, Dr.
nineteen juniors meet in seminars once a week to discuss and study
such topics as the history of biology
and evolution. Four types of research
projects are underway at present.
One group is working in
anatomy, comparing and
vertebrate skulls and skeletons.
Another has taken up the heredity of
newly-equippe-

d
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Thoughts While Cutting Physics
by Lowell Shaffer

'

(a.)

The proposed system may imply that cheating

is

Pallor in the
Warm nights
In the spring
Lightly turns

relative. Surely

if many of us believe in cheating then we shouldn't be striving for honor

on exams. Counselling as a reprimand for cheaters is probably
the real issue. Condoning cheating outright as an offense against integrity and
as a means to an end is a plausible correction to the proposed code.

Honor ONLY for Senate Prexy?
.

side-steppin-

,

K

g

II

Recently the Board of Trustees approved a Senate Activi(b.) The counselling proposal has been criticized. Counselling became
ties Fee of $4.00 per year per student to cover the expenses of
student government activities. The Senate will have an operating a part of the original draft because it was thought that students would take
action if they were assured that some constructive result would come from it.
budget of $4,800 for the 1949-5school year.

She hurried past the swinging doors
On her way to dear old Wooster.
Indeed, she'd be a coed now,
If someone hadn't pushed her.

0

Many believe this to be a failure to face the problem as well as

for

making
only just that part of this sum be used for monetary
too much machinery. An Honor System should be as simple and as clear as
remuneration of the president of the Student Senate as compossible. Many like a counselling system but the one proposed is too compensation for the heavy responsibility and
g
adplicated and subject to individual misunderstanding. Counselling is not
ministrative task he will assume.

It

is

Ill
Go ahead and talk about the fish you caught

And while you're talkin', stretch it.
But now what the dickens' are you gonna do
You never dreamed you'd catch it.
But that's all right, you've reached your dream:
You have one you can't carry.
So, to heck with Russia, prices, war,
You got another nibble, Harry.

back-breakin-

.

specific enough as a maxim for condoning cheating. However, in any system
we should keep in mind, "A minimum of rules and a maximum of

Top positions on the Index and Voice staffs are paid from
$150 to $300 as a yearly salary for managing these publications. guidance."
Kenarden waiters receive their board, an equivalent of $370,
(c.)
for working in thl kitchen about 15 hours each week. We pay
$200 to $250 for a dance band to play here one night. Is it not
reasonable then, that the Senate president be also paid for the
great amount of time and effort his position involves?
Some have said the president's position is one of honor alone.
But his duties are those of hard work and long hours, always at
the expense of academic achievement. Senate presidents in the
past have traditionally been unable to carry a normal schedule
of 16 hours; their time has been too limited by Senate duties.
We propose that the student body consider the justness of
granting a $250 salary to the next president of the Student
Senate, as partial compensation for the service he renders to us.
man lives by believing something; not by debating and
arguing about many things.
Carlyle
A

Woodfot Voice
Member
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One of the weaknesses of the proposed code is a lack of concrete
penalties. It is believed that it should be stated more clearly that any person
who cheats, automatically gets an "F" in the exam or the proper course, plus
other disciplinary action.
WHY IS

THE HONOR SYSTEM

into the other areas because it was thought best to require as little adjustment
as an honorable thing. Probably we don't change our attitude as much as we
scale before expanding the scope. An Honor System has real possibilities,
especially on a campus such as ours, if only jn an academic area. Other areas
might be considered depending on the success in a small area.
ISN'T IT TOO DIFFICULT TO MAKE SUCH AN ABRUPT CHANGE?
This is without question a possibility. It is difficult to develop a new
use of an old attitude. For the most part students do not sanction cheating
as an honorable work. Probably we don't change our attitude as much a we
take action on what we have long believed. As was pointed out in chapel
we propose to close tne gap between "love" and "justice". Most upperclassmen
have perhaps taken exams where the instructor has left students on their
honor. Under such conditions it would be difficult for students to take action
against those who fail to work honestly, because the obligation is not fplt
on the part of the students. Under an Honor, System where social pressure
ana responsiointy are esiaDiisned tne approach would be much more equal.
The change does not represent a completely new revolutionary proposal.
It represents the possibility of advancement in our present system.

-- Editor
Manager
Newi Editor
--Feature Editor
--Sports Editor
-- Managing Editor

P"rott. lUchel Lloyd. Amy

Exchanges Honor Coeds' Clicking Heedles;
Argyle Skeins Inspire Hamlet Parody
by Eugenia Colflesh
"Knit one, purl two,
If I am mad, so are you."
A number of the exchanges have re
vealed that the knitting craze is not
uniquely Woostcrish. For example, the
following appropriate comments are
lifted from a recent feature in the Wittenberg Torch.
"If you are in love, knit your man a
pair of argyles. He will have one out of
a possible two reactions to them: either
he'll think you're a great little woman
and tactfully suggest that you go into
business so that you can support him
while he goes to Med school, or he'll
ask you for his fiat pin back . . .
"The pressing problem these days
is not 'What will my point average
be?' but rather, 'Will Bill like this
new pattern or should I invent a new
one of my own?' "
The collegiate knitting dilemma has
all been wrapped up by the Antioch
.
Record in this poem:

To My Valentine or a
.

That argyles are heir to. For John, for
Bill.
For Bill? Ay, there's the rub.
For in the stillness of our classroom,
clicks
The never ending needle.
Faces tense, stitches counted blindly,

blankly,
And for whom? There's the respect
That makes calamity of such pained

labor.
For who would bear the whips and
scorns of the demanding male
Who seeks our guile creations with
design,
Who dismiss the pangs of disprized
love with brutal socks
Doth not her patience merit a more
worthy boon, ...
When she herself might sloppy joes
make
With cable stitch?
Who would these' troubles bear ?
.

But that adolescent dread of being
different,
Makes us rather bear these men we
,

Sock for Hamlet

"To knit or not to knit

Leiaa, Jack Hoiden,

FEATURE STAFF: Jon Waltr. Lowell Shafer. Demetrio Boeraner. Eugenia Colfleah.
Jean
Snyder, Bill Keiffer, Bruce Bigelow.
SPORTS STAFF: Jack Lang. Jack Reitt. Brent Loban, John Bergen, Doe Thrall.
NEWS STAFF: Mariorie Hulc :. Harriet Hall. Barbara Fisher. Jo Ann.
McComba. Ann
Brumbaugh. Norma Rehm. Re Monroe. Bob
wi,i.Ctro,i,Mlrr?'
Giale
Jim Boeringer. Dick Lopke. Bob Hardy. Cuyler Caldwefl. Ed
Mooreoead, Virginia Boyle, Joe Rettler. Lynn Beier.
BUSINESS ASSOCIATES: Pat Winters. Auditor; Pru tier. Aaa't. Advertising Manager; Ken
Hart, Circulation Manager: Jmi Jeandrevin. Ralph Shattuck. Bill Arbut. John
Demeter.
Jim Dyke. Phylli Berting, Barbara Funk. Pat Metxel, Janice Blank. Ruth DiSalveo,
Jeanne
MOaoctte, Marguerite Anderson, Pete Nettly, Thornton VandertaH.
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER: John Atkinson.
STAFF ARTISTS: Bill Lanktoc, Barbara Minnies, Joanne Windie- r-

AS PROPOSED

SO LIMITED IN SCOPE?
An Honor System can work only in areas where there is almost unanimous
opinion as to the validity of the issue concerned. It is thought that we are
for the most part agreed that cheating is bad. The proposal did not venture

-- Business

I
parlor soon will end;
will melt the frozen glands.
a young man's fancy
to Hoiden hands.

that is the

have

question.
Than knit for others that we know
Whether 'tis nobler in the mind to
not of
suffer
Thus knitting doth make cowards of
The twists and snarls of the cast-ous all.
stitches,
And thus the native hue of lunchroom
Or to take arms against the squares of
tables
argyles
Is sicklied o'er by varied skeins
And by knitting end them. To knit In whose respect whole bobbins are
to purl
now wrapt.
No more, and by the toil to say we end Cry not, oh Needle Nymphs -ifuThe heartache and the thousand drop
ture days
ped stitches
Mayall your argyles be remembered!- 'n

I Kdl

n

.
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Ship Forecasts
Rugged Season

Shipe-coache-

Trcchzca Tc:3

SchcdalcTtbEprt- j-

It

prospective members of Wooster's 1949 football
team greeted Coach Phil Shipe
Monday when the new Scot grid
mentor held a meeting. In a talk to the players
Shipe emphasized that it is too
long before the opening of fall
practice when he will take over
the head coaching reins to make
any definite statements about
prospects for next fall or about
the system he will use. Instead
in the Monday meeting he was
more interested in getting across
his general philosophy of football and what players could expect on a
team.
Forty-fiv- e

get-acquaint-

Basketball Squad

'48-'4- 9

Eleven days of rest are in store for
Scot trackmen as the husky squad of
runners and field men turned in their

i

practice uniforms this afternoon.
When the squad of fifty odd hustlers
report back after spring vacation they
:
m
I
- f
wiu cnctKI out jocs.cn
in severance
stadium and settle down for three
weeks of intensive drill before the
kick-of- f
meet April 27.

ed

1f

0

1 1

With three weeks of "getting in
shape" exercises and daily treks to
limber up to a
pace under
their belts, many of the trackmen plan
to do a little work on their own over
the vacation.
,

heel-ba-

d

Lou of Htutle
,
TJie hew coach said that he expects
a football team to be
"
who
can take it as well as dish it out and
who will hustle all the time. In this
respect he warned the group that the
emphasis will be on hard work done
"on the double." With this in view
spring practice which will be con
ducted by Chuck Slagle, line coach,
will consist mainly of blocking prac
tice, touch football, and wind sprints,
Speaking of next fall's schedule,
Shipe said that it scares him. Looking
no further into the nine-cargame
than the opener with Kalamazoo, Shipe
said that it will be tough forihe Mich
igan school is expected to come up
with its best team in ten years.
"he-men-

I

Next Fall'i Schedule
face a tough
schedule next fall, opening with Kala
mazoo at Kalamazoo on October
The other eight games are with Ohio
Conference foes: Kenyon at Wooster,
October 8, Denison at Granville, Oc
tober 15, Muskingum at Wooster,
Homecoming, October 22, Akron at
Wooster, October 29, Heidelberg at
Tiffin, November 5, Wittenberg at
Springfield, November 12, Oberlin at
Wooster, .November 9, and a Thanksgiving game with Mt., Union at Alliance, November 24.
Scots

nine-gam- e

1

Ppt it

on-a-

nd

relaxl

0
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Left to right, first row; Coach E. M. Hole, Earl Shaw, Meinie Busack, Pat Milligan, Carl
Mordand, Harry Weckesser, BobLSST Zndrowf Ha
Sproull, manager; Min Mochizuki, Dick Bird, Bill Morris, Jim Kennedy, Jim Schneider,
Jim Minium. 3rd row: George Boyce, manager: Val
Jerry Talkington, Gerald White, Price Daw, Joe Lane. Not pictured: Woody Achauer, manager.

.

The

Coach Carl B. Munson is still quiet
on the "track front" because he hasn't
yet seen his boys in action this season.
But deep in the picture comes a feeling that after the conference meet in
early June, Wooster trackmen will
have had another successful season.
Looking over the picture from a
layman's point of view, it looks like
this year's team will have a bard time
equaling the pace set by last year's
squad. Thirty-fivpoints per meet will
have to be made by the new men and
improving returnees to equal last
year's scores.
e

d

Seventeen Lettermen
Seventeen lettermen are expected to
return next year. Backs coming back
are Bob Meeker, Roy Ober, Bob'
"Rube" Shafer, Bud Twitchell, Tom
Kuhn, and Jess Malinowski. Jim Ken
nedy, leading ground gainer on the
1948 eleven, will return if he doesn't
attend summer school. Linesmen returning include guards Sam Curry
Art Schneider, and Dave Dowd, tackles Ed Ziemke, John Lykos, Jack Hog- estyn, and Ed Hughes, ends Clyde
Metz and John Allen, and center
Chuck Stocker. These will be aug
mented by 10 reserves from last year's
squad and 20 numeral winners up
from Coach Art Murray's freshman
squad.

ll

Fred-enck- s,

Presentation of Sports Awards
Hade by Hole at Annual Banquet
Monday evening at Smithville Inn a banquet was proffered to
me mcuiucis oi me DasKeiuan ana swimming squads. Eleven basketball awards were issued to the Scot team, which finished with a
record of 13 wins and eight losses. Three-yea- r
awards, a miniature
gold basketball, were given to Earl Shaw and Pat Millfo-afpinl
T ..
. V
.
.1.
. . .
U.
ijusctcK, uii5
year s captain,
r
received a
award which was a
uuiiidiuic goiu DasKetDan pin.
n

--

1

1

two-yea-

" W" sweaters, which are the first
year awards were given to Carl Mort
land of Wellsville, Hary Weckesser,
Doylcstown, Bob Lucas, an out of
stater from Wheeling, W. Va., Gerald

White, ShrcYC, John Edwards, Batavia,
Illinois, Doug Preble, Lorain, Tim
Schneider, Sterling, and Joe Lane, who
hails trom Mineral Ridge. This was
the third varsity letter for Joe and puts
him in a
r
ooronnr with
Meinie Busack, Woody Achauer of
Logan and George Boyce of Akron
who received managerial letters for
doing a splendid job this year in keeping the team equipped and ready to
three-lette-

scored by the opposition. The Scots
racked up 1,199 points on 477 field
goals and 253 foul shots out of a pos
sible 403, while their opponents sunk
484 field goals, 290 foul shots out of
508 attempts for a grand total of 1,258
markers. The large number of fouls
called on the Hole hoopsters was at
tributcd mostly to the pressing type
of defense which they used. The Wooster quintet had the whistle blown 411
times against them, while the officials
pointed at the opposition on 359 oc
casions.

Short Volleyball
SeasonUnderWay
Tuesday evening the first round in
the intramural volleyball season was
played. If time allowed three games
were to be played. There are no more
games scheduled until after spring va
cation. For three weeks after this brief
respite from academic activities, games
will be scheduled on Tuesday and
Thursday evenings so that at the end
of seven evenings of play each team
will have played every other team In
their respective league.
In the games played there was considerable evidence that some of the
teams had practiced last week and that
others upon the announcement that
the games were to be played just grabbed six fellows out of their section or
unit and did the best they could
against the more coordinated teams.
It is hoped that the teams who
didn't make a very good showing the
other night will be able to practice
some before they play their next
league game. The closer the competition the better the games will be and
the more fun it will be for every one

Milligan was the worst offender,
having 76 black marks on his record
Earl Shaw who will captain nevt plus having made five early trips to
year's team, was high point man on the showers. Shaw was close behind concerned.
the team with 357 markers to his credit him with 72 and was chased to the
Kenarden Scores
to run his total to 1,087, becoming the showers twice. Busack collected 56,
First and Second Section had a close
first man in the history of Wooster Edwards 37, also left early twice,
Lane first game score with Second on top
basketball to score over 1,009. The top 27 McDowell 22, and Mortland 20.
15 to 11. Second opened up in the sec
ten scorers for the Scots were:
ond
game and won 15 to 6. There was
The other day Mose Hole was heard
Cms. Fg. Ft. Fta. Pts. to
say that it would be just eight more
go.

Shaw

21

141

75

109

357

Milligan

21

117

81

125

315

Weckesser
Edwards
Busack
McDowell

12

45

15

23

14

46

8

15

21

21

19

29

10

24

3

8

Mortland
Preble
Lane

15

25

2

12

Lucas

16

18

7

12

18

14

9

17

16

20
6

1
s.

Trolley League
In the Trolley league Second Section seconds lost the first game to
Third section 15 to 2 but came back
in the next two games to win 15 to
12 and 11 to 2. The last game being
called because of time. Eighth Section's
juniors dropped two games to Fifth
15 to 8 and 15 to 13. The Taylor Vets
were victorious in the first game with
Colonial 15 to 10, but dropped the
next two 15 to 11 and 15 fo 10. Ninth
Section dropped two to the Vets 15 to
0 and 15 to 4.

33

the Scots this year boosted Coach Mose
Holes
record to 286 wins against 122
ankle.
defeats
which is a good record to
Although the Scots won five more
(Continued
on page 4)
games than they lost they were out- -

42-fo-

ot

Wooster's Newest Photographic
Studio
CHITA MICHELSON

SALLY'S
Phone

123 B. Liberty

n

LISTER
LORD JOSEPH LISTER, the

WOOSTER
THEATRE

British surgeon, developed
DOES
YOUR

what is known ss the antiseptic
system of surgery. Up to his
day, it was not recognized that
bacteria were present on the
surgeon's hands, resulting in
gangrene as a quite common

y

WHOLE WEEK'S WASH

post-surgic-

Like an invitation to
sure-th- at's
easy-goin- g

off,

the smart,
Casual First

it's lightweight,

FRI..SAT.
"Cry of the City"

fortable. Next, it's

au-

thentically styled for
carefree informal wear.
Finally, it's Cravenette
showerproofed. Sound
like your prescription?

"Big Sombrero"
;

SUN.

-

MON.

-

TUES.

'Mother Is a Freshman'
With Iea time and effort our auto-

it!

WED.

BREIIUER BROS.

dation upon which modern
mortality in operative cases.

Drop in and let ui
prove

development.

surgeons have, during this age,
built an enviable record for low

and

com-

al

n

--

The specialized studies of
Lord Lister provide a firm foun-

lei-- A

-

THURS.

"Unfaithfully Yours"
and

"Secret Land"

matic washing machine will wash your
clothes only a Yi hour's tun- ewhile you wait.

LAUNDROMAT i2 HOUR
LAUNDRY
402 B. Uberty St. (Rear)

1894

Square

O

:

The thirteen victories compiled by

laiiivIiA ih&ii. mubJ
Tk
wv
n
men who could boost any Ohio conference club into the upper bracket
This season Wooster seems to have
quite a bit of interest. Stan Siders, Sy
Satow, Ed McAllister, and Bill John
ston lead a pack of distance and mid
dle distance contenders. Starting off
with an excellent squad for this division, we swing into the field events.
Bob Coccia should lengthen bis shot- put toss past the
mark. Red
McCaughey will be shoving the 140- foot mark in the discus, if he lives up
to his feats as a Frosh discus tosser last
spring. Harry Weckesser is also entered in this event.
(Continued on page 4)

Whoever You Are,
WJiatever You Do

months before he had to start worry
ing again. Four letter men, Shaw, Mil
105 ligan, Mortland, and Edwards,
will be
100 back to serve as a
nucleus for next
61 year's
squad. Mose should receive some
51 help from this year's
freshman squad
52 and the experience obtained by
pres
43 ent members of the
varsity squad
37 should prove of invaluable
aid.

Not elegible until
Forced to quit because of an injured
mid-semester-

not enough time left to play a third
Third Section triumphed over
Fourth twice by scores of 15 to 12 and
15 to 10. Fifth Section took two out of
three against Sixth winning the first
one 15 to 5, dropping the second 15
to 9, and coining back strong in the
final game to win 15 to 1. Eighth also
won two of the three games they played with Seventh. They took the first
and final contests by scores of 15 to 6,
15 to 7 but dropped the middle fray to
Tri Kapp's, 15 to 7.
game.

Harry Schiefele, Bill Campbell and
Dave Blackshear are men that won't
be around this season to add cinder

-

'
WE are-- "
"
PRESCRIPTION Specialists

--

V
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V
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IIUSKOFF DRUGS
WOOSTER HOTEL BLDG.

IOTTUO UNDER AUTHORITY OP TH
COCA-COL-

A

COCA-COI-

A

COMf AMY

It

BOTTLING CO. OF WOOSTER
0194?,Tb.Co-Cota-

C
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Inlarnolitnal Third Force' Topic

m

Uerrale

MORE ON

.

.

.

High Tor' Review Goeihe 'Last Universal Man' Says

(Continued from page 1)
banDrmgo-woosie- r
England's Cambridge University will be represented here fective were the
..
A
.
1
M 1
sequences.
J
on uic suujeci
oi an international ponce
sipm ta in a ucuaie
Snyder Stan
force. Percy Cradock and Duncan McCrae, both senior members
Verne Snyder as the comic DeWitl
of the famous Cambridge Union debating society, and two repre
turned in the only really stellar persentatives from Wooster, will argue the question in a
of the production. Reminisformance
debate.
split
well-time- d

thunder-and-lightnin-

g

1

one-roun- d

Wooster! debaters will not be se
lected until after the holidays. The
proposition is stated as: "Resolved,
this house considers the only hope for
world peace lies in the speedy development of an international third
force." The "third force" is generally
conceded to mean an international
police force.
Cradock and McCrae are two of five
Cambridge men touring 32 U. S. col

history and law. At the present he is
reading for the LL.B. degree. Former
ly president of the Peterhouse Debat
ing Society, he is now a Senior Com
mittee member of the Cambridge
Union Society.
Percy Cradock is also a veteran, having spent four years in Britain and
India with the KA.F. Prior to this he
had received his high school certificate with distinction in English and
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cent of his unsurpassable clowning
last year in the role of Shakespeare's
Gobbo, Verne's acting retained effervescence throughout the play. Completely in character, his gestures, facial
expressions, and vocal ranges coincided
masterfully with his uproarious com-

Render-I- n

Imps Gain Women's

Basketball Crovn

Bi-ceniennial-Address

Drawing a oarellel between Tohann Wolfeanp- vnn c,ntth
Germany's 18th century "epitome of modern man," and the rock
of Gibralter, both guards of the entrance to new realms, Dr.
Helmut Rehder, head of the German department of the Universityg of Illinois,r addressed
small rrowrl
rharwl
in tYt
w t
v
VilUyvt Vti
Tuesday night in observance of the bicentennial celebration of
'
'
-

21

-

mmm

fioptrip's hirth

.Dr.. Rehder ... used . as his theme
"Operation Humanities," staling that MORE ON
humanities are the heritage left by
creative minds through the ages, the
number of those minds being exceed
(Continued from page 3)
ingly small. He cited Goethe as one of
maintain in anybody's book. Twice
edy lines.
the most recent, a man with foresight this season
the Scots broke scoring recAs the youthful Dutchman Van
far beyond his century.
ords.
5, the Scots rang up 93
March
Dorn, Bud Ulf did his best acting in
Goethe,
points
one
of the last universal
against the Rio Grande five to
those
emotional scenes, especially
high scored
showing anger. He appeared at ease men, although primarily a writer of break the 86 point
on the stage, as a veteran should, but drama, poetry, and .fiction, also held against Kenyoti ten years ago. In the
last game of the season, as all Scot
spoke the balance of his lines self- public office, traveled and corresponded
fans
know, the Wooster bucketeers
extensively,
and
did
considerable
consciously.
missed
research
fields
in
the
the century mark by one point
geolof
optics,
Geib A Lise
to
99 markers against the visiting
score
ogy,
history,
botany, and the arts.
Lynn Geib, in the role of spirit-liks
figures
Lise, had the most philosophical and Universality as defined by Rehder is Allegheny quint. The
poetic lines in the play, and while she the moral breadth and courage with do not include the Akron Goodyear
read them fairly well, it seemed as which vast knowledge is applied to game which the home club lost 66 to
though she did not fully understand human progress, and is not a talent 36 in the early part of January.
peculiar to an age, but the result of
The 13 to 8 record was considered a
their content.
training
and
fairly
education. Calling Goegood season locally but a look
Acting the straight role of Judith,
Van Dora's leading lady, Betsy Jones the's Faust the most successful symbol at the Conference standing shows that
produced a
character. of his universality, the guest lecturer the Wooster five lost seven and won
Plaudits should also go to Paul Bush-ne- illustrated its challenge and appeal for six in the Ohio circuit.
The following is a list of the games
foE his caricature of Dope; not freedom by quoting, "He only merits
life
atfd
.
freedom
.
.
who
this season with their resultant
played
daily con
once did Qie "apey" expression leave
them
quers
scores:
anew'
his countenance.
..
Wooster 56Kent Stale CantbiT47r"
Lively Slapstick .
Born in an age which faced a choice
Wooster
48.
Slapstick
abounded through the between freedom and servitude and in
61
Otterbein
47.
Wooster
play, aided no little by Joe Bishop as an age of tremendous technological
ase
Wooster
46.
Biggs and Gene Markley as Judge advances, Goethe wrote, "What we do
Wooster
43.
Skimmerhorn. These two vaudevillian not understand,
we do not possess,"
Ohio Wesley an 67 Wooster 56.
characters enlivened the drama almost
and warned that science might threat
Kenyon 61 Wooster 49.
to the level of a farce. However, the
en
to
'of
Wooster
deprive
men
46.
their
independemphasis
placed on their comedy
Ohio
51
Wesleyan
43.
Wooster
scenes somewhat eclipsed the serious ence, to bind them instead of making
Kent
State
44.
theme of Anderson's social satire.
them masters.
Wooster
66.
On the whole, High Tor was a very
Striking quotations such as "All our
Wooster
65 (overtime) .
good production. It was the first enter
Mount Union 53 Wooster 29.
tainment feature of the Little Theater obligation consists of the challenge of
Wooster
54.
this year to attempt alliance with the each day," "Knowledge and freedom
Wooster
64.
art theater. Collegiate senses seem to must be thought of as well as the mas
Wooster
Carroll 73.
have become clogged and scholastic tery of details," and "All excellent
Wooster
47.
audiences prefer straight comedies to
things oppress us for a moment" were
Muskingum 84 Wooster 57.
drama with meaning; this is all the
Hiram 65 Wooster 51.
more reason for handing congratula given as evidence that "Goethe opened
93-the
Wooster
gates
through
we
which
may enter
Grande 45.
tions to Mr. Craig in his adventure
Wooster
48.
with
histrionics..
into the humanities."

Letters, Awards

all-tim-

.
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won-los-

well-balance-

In a - thrilling game - last - night - in
Severance Gym the Imps emerged
victorious over the Peanuts, 16 to 15.
With the lead changing back and
forth several times it was anybody's
ball right up to the last few seconds
of play.,
-- At the end of the first six
minutes
of play the Peanuts were in the lead
four to three but at half time the
score was nine all. The game was
again tied at the end of the third
period at" 14 apiece. The winning
bucket was tossed by Barb Hough
with less than a minute of play left.
With 30 seconds of play left Phil
Train missed one foul shot but made
her other one to score the final point
of the season. When the final buzzer
sounded the Imps were intramural
Champs of the '49 season.
,
Phil Train was high point girl for
the evening with 12 markers to her
credit. Barb Hough and Marge
Honian were high for the newly
crowned Champs with seven. The
Imps went into the playoff with
tour wins and no losses on their
ledger, while the Peanuts also had
a perfect record of three wins and no
losses.

d

ll

See Us

'

Tcicy Cradock
a Slate Scholarship. While at Cam
bridge he has been active as treasurer

Duncan McCrae

of the Cambridge Union Labour Club
h
leges in two groups during their
leave from school. They are and secretary of the Cambridge Union
sponsored jointly by the International Society.
one-mont-

Institute of Education and the Committee on International Debating of
the Speech Association of America.
Their tour will also carry them
through Michigan, Wisconsin, Colorado, Kansas, and Missouri.
McCrae attended
the Bryanston
School, Blandford, Dorset, from 1940
until 1945, when he joined the army
for a year. Last year he was graduated
from Cambridge with a B.A. degree in

MOKE ON

.

.

.

MORE ON

(Continued from Page 3)
The pole vault event should be very
much improved over last season. Bud
Reed, who tied for fifth in the high
jump at the conference meet last
spring, leads several spring men. Reed
and Symon Satow are leading con
tenders in the broad jump. Reed
11 inch mark last
reached the
season while Captain Satow consist
ently passed the
mark.
In the hurdle events Pat Milligan
will be back topping the high timbers.
Morley Russell, who was a Frosh
trackster last season, looks like the
Wooster hurdler.
So in the special events a rating of
fair seems a little skimp. Again this
season Wooster's team looks weak in
the dashes. Dave Clyde is back in the
dash, where with a fine kick,
he gave Wooster several needed firsts
last season.
Last Friday Coach Munson, Weight
Coach Slagle and four team members
took in the Cleveland K. of C. indoor
track meet. While there, they found
that Oberlin and Baldwin-Wallacare
already reaching
form, so
there's a long hard road ahead for the
1949 edition of Wooster trackmen.
--

ot

20-fo-

(Continued from Page 1 )
entertainment unit, will sine Siberian
Gale from You Can Have It, the hop
of two years back. She is planning an
encore with the oldie You'd Be Surprised, a remnant of the twenties. Bob
Schicker is booked to present his
magic act and Bob Lawther is the accompanying pianist.
Playing to upwards of 200 ambulatory and convalescent patients, the
unit has secured the college bus to
make the trip. Since the veterans can
only be amused until their 9 p.m. bedtime, the trip will start from Holden
at 5:00 and the college food service
department has planned to provide
box lunches for consumption on the
bus.

.

Track Preview

20-fo-

Bed Gross Show

.
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up-and-comi-

For Extra
Prints
of Your
Snaps

50-Ke- nyon

47-C-

57-Al- bion

52-As- hland

48-Wo-

Your folks
and friends
will enjoy
your best

oster

68-Fin- dlay

72-A- kron

80-Ma-

shots as much as you do. Order
enough prints to go around.

rietta

77-De- nison

77-J- ohn

Prompt, expert service.

49-Ob- erlin

SNYDER
CAMERA SHOP

Rio

semi-serio-

99-Alle-

us

East Liberty at Bever

gheny

ot

EASTER CARD S

LoRRANe- -

EASTER CANDLES

RAYON JERSEY

ng

FLOWER NUT-CUPAND FAVORS

HAND-MAD- E

S

Two Wonderful Values . .
Two Sleep Inviting Stylesl

THE GIFT CORNER
Public Square

440-yar- d

e

mid-seaso-

n

Gift Shop
3rd Floor

EASTER CARDS
The

BOLD
LOOK

ROUND TRIP FARES

nor
mm

mm
.rr
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Albany, N. Y. $14.60
Boston, Mass.

19.45

Cincinnali, 0.

7.95

Chicago,

10.55

111.

Delroil, Mich.

6.75

Piilsburgh, Pa.

4.60

.r-rrT-

fir

Harrisburg, Pa. 11.65

--

swr

Color's
the
thing

worm

The bold look is bolder
because Fruit of the Loom shirts
have added high colors to high
style.' Wide spread collars and

Philadelphia

14.60

New York

17.20

NewCasfle

4.60

Buffalo, N. Y.

7.60

Erie, Pa.
Toledo, 0.

5.15

4.90

GAY

COMFORTABLE

Gown and Butcher Boy Pajama for every age! Trimly ydked
with Rayon satin ribbon Tie and deep cap sleeve for
non-bindi-

French cuffs, one pocket.
Sky blue, rose, wine, mist grey,
straw yellow, sand tan, sage
green, sunset pink, peach,
char-treus-

.

.

e.

VAN HEUSEN SHIRTS $3.95

Bold Look
SPORT
SHIRTS
3-s-

o

Plus

freedom.
AQUA, BUTTERCUP and "MARGARET

MORE
RELAXATION

MORE
CONVENIENT

'

MORE
CONGENIAL

Medium

PINK

$4 95

(32-34- )
(36-38-

)

(40-42- )

PENNSYLVANIA GREYHOUND LINES
.
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